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• Recent advances on thermal analysis of stretchable electronics are overviewed.
• Scaling laws for the temperature increase in a constant and pulsed mode are established.
• Design guidelines for thermal management of stretchable electronics are provided.
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a b s t r a c t

Stretchable electronics, which offers the performance of conventional wafer-based devices and mechan-
ical properties of a rubber band, enables many novel applications that are not possible through conven-
tional electronics due to its brittle nature. One effective strategy to realize stretchable electronics is to
design the inorganic semiconductormaterial in a stretchable format on a compliant elastomeric substrate.
Engineering thermal management is essential for the development of stretchable electronics to avoid ad-
verse thermal effects on its performance as well as in applications involving human body and biological
tissues where even 1–2 °C temperature increase is not allowed. This article reviews the recent advances
in thermalmanagement of stretchable inorganic electronicswith focuses on the thermalmodels and their
comparisons to experiments and finite element simulations.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of The Chinese Society of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Fast developments and substantial achievements have been
made on various aspects of stretchable electronics [1–7], which
has superiormechanical properties that are inaccessible to conven-
tional wafer-based electronics such as stretched like a rubber band
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and twisted like a rope without any significant reduction in elec-
tronic performance. Two complementary approaches have been
demonstrated to develop stretchable electronics. One approach in-
volves the use of the intrinsically compliant semiconductor ma-
terials to replace the intrinsically brittle inorganic semiconductor
materials [8–11] that are widely used in conventional electronics.
The other approach designs conventional high-performance inor-
ganic semiconductor materials (e.g., Silicon) in a novel stretchable
structure on a compliant substrate [12–15]. One such design is the
bridge-island design with functional components residing on the
island interconnected by the bridges to keep the islands almost un-
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Fig. 1. (a) Stretchable inorganic light-emitting diodes with serpentine bridges, tightly stretched onto the sharp tip of a pencil. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [15].
Copyright 2010 Nature Publishing Group. (b) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an injectable array of µ-ILEDs and the process of injection and release of the
µ-ILEDs into the mouse brain for in vivo optogenetics. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [16]. Copyright 2013 AAAS.
deformed under stretching as shown in Fig. 1(a) of inorganic light-
emitting diodes stretched onto the sharp tip of a pencil.

Thermal management of stretchable electronics is critically im-
portant because excessive heating may induce adverse responses
such as the reduction of device performance and tissue lesion-
ing (even 1–2 °C temperature increase) in applications (e.g., op-
togenetics, see Fig. 1(b)) involving biological tissues. The low
conductivity (∼0.1 W · m−1

· K−1) of elastomeric substrate for
stretchable electronics, which is about 3 orders lower than that
of typical substrate for conventional electronics, imposes more
challenges on the thermal management. This review paper will
focus on the latter approach based on inorganic semiconduc-
tor materials and take microscale, inorganic light-emitting diodes
(µ-ILEDs), which serve as heat sources and the active device is-
lands in the bridge-island design for stretchable electronics, as an
example to overview the recent advances in heat management of
stretchable electronics through discussions of analytic, finite ele-
ment simulations and experimental results.

2. Thermal analysis of µ-ILEDs under a constant power

Conventional design with individual packaged components
interconnectedbybulkwire bonding andmountedon amillimeter-
scale heat sink for thermal management is not suitable for stretch-
able electronics, especially for applications ofµ-ILEDs biology. Kim
et al. [17] reported strategies using advanced methods in epitax-
ial liftoff and deterministic assembly and successfully fabricated
µ-ILEDs on different substrates. Figure 2(a) shows the schematic
diagram of the µ-ILED structure with the µ-ILED, encapsulated
by benzocyclobutene (BCB) and metal layers, on the top of a glass
substrate. Lu et al. [18] developed an analytic model by ignoring
the structure details (e.g., p and n contacts) as shown in Fig. 2(b)
to study the thermal properties of µ-ILEDs and establish a scaling
law for the device temperature under a constant power. For sim-
plicity, an axisymmetric model is adopted. The µ-ILED (L × L) is
modeled as a circular planar heat source with radius r0 = L/

√
π

and the input power of Q at the BCB–glass interface. The compar-
ison of surface temperature distributions in Fig. 2(c) from the an-
alytical model, 3D finite element analysis (FEA) and experiments
validates the analytical model. The µ-ILED temperature increase
1Tµ-ILED = Tµ-ILED − T0 from the ambient temperature T0 is given
by

1Tµ-ILED =
2Q

πkBr20


∞

0
β (ξ) J21 (ξ r0)

dξ
ξ 2

≈ 0.451
Q
kgL


1 − 0.842


kgL

kmHm

−1

×


1 − exp


−1.07

kgL
kmHm


, (1)

where k and H are the thermal conductivity and thickness with
subscripts m, B and g for metal, BCB and the glass substrate,
respectively, J1 is the 1st-order Bessel function of the first kind
and β (ξ) is an analytic expression depending on material and
geometry parameters [18]. The approximation in Eq. (1) holds
for the facts that the glass thickness is much larger than other
thickness (Hg ≫ Hm,HB, r0), the thermal conductivity of metal
is much larger than that of BCB (km ≫ kB), and the µ-ILED size
is much larger than the metal and BCB layer thicknesses (r0 ≫

Hm,HB). A simple scaling law could be easily established from Eq.
(1): the normalized µ-ILED temperature kmHm


Tµ-ILED − T0


/Q

depends on only onenon-dimensional parameter kgL/ (kmHm). The
scaling law (i.e., the approximate solution) agrees well with the
accurate solution, 3D FEA and experiments in Fig. 2(d). It suggests
that thick metal layer or large metal thermal conductivity help to
reduce the µ-ILED temperature.

The temperature increase in Eq. (1) is for the single µ-ILED on a
glass substrate and it can be easily extended to study other µ-ILED
system with similar layouts and materials. Figure 3(a) shows the
µ-ILED temperature as a function ofµ-ILED size on a polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) substrate at 160 mW · mm2. The analytical
prediction agrees very well with experiments. The temperature
decreases with decreasing the µ-ILED size, which clearly indicates
an effective route for thermal management: to divide a large LED
to an array ofµ-ILEDs. To find the temperature increase forµ-ILED
array, the method of superposition can be used, i.e., Tarray (r, z) =

T0 +


i 1Ti (r, z), where 1Ti (r, z) is the temperature increase
due to ith µ-ILED. The temperature increases for a conventional,
macro-size LED (i.e., 0.5 × 0.5 mm2), an array of 25 µ-ILEDs (i.e.,
100 × 100 µm2) at different spacings are shown in Fig. 3(b). The
temperature of µ-ILED array decreases with increasing spacing
and becomes independent of spacing for the spacing larger than
∼200 µm, which suggests a critical spacing to maximally reduce
the temperature.

3. Thermal analysis of µ-ILEDs in a pulsed operation

In order to further decrease the device temperature, Kim
et al. [19] applied a pulsed power and successfully fabricated
µ-ILEDs on hydrogel substrate to simulate biological tissue.
Figure 4(a) shows the layouts of a singleµ-ILED on a polyimide (PI)
layer attaching to a hydrogel substrate encapsulated by an epoxy
(SU8) layer. Li et al. [20] developed an analytic model, validated
by experiments and 3D FEA, to study the thermal properties of µ-
ILED in a pulsed operation and derived a scaling law for the µ-
ILED temperature increase. The PI layer and hydrogel substrate
are taken as a single hydrogel layer (see Fig. 4(b)) since the
PI layer has similar thermal properties as hydrogel. The pulsed
power applied to the µ-ILED is defined by Q (t) = Q0U (t)
with Q0 as the peak power and U(t) as a unit pulsed power
in Fig. 4(c). Let τ denote the pulse duration and t0 the period
of the pulse, the duty cycle D is defined by D = τ/t0. It
is noted that under a pulsed power, the µ-ILED temperature
first increases in a fluctuation way and then reached saturation
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Fig. 2. Thermal management of µ-ILEDs on a glass substrate. (a) Three-dimensional illustrations of the µ-ILED structure. (b) A schematic illustration of the analytical
model. (c) Surface temperature distribution given by experiments, analytical model and FEA for the input power Q = 37.6 mW with L = 100 µm. (d) The normalized
µ-ILED temperature increase as the function of the normalized µ-ILED size for the approximate solution (solid line), accurate solution (circles), FEA (triangles) and
experiments (squares). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright 2012 The Royal Society.
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Fig. 3. Thermal management by controlling size and spatial distributions of µ-ILEDs on a PET substrate. (a) Measured (black symbols) and analytical predicted (black line)
temperature as a function of µ-ILED size at 160 mW/mm2 . (b) Measured and (black symbols) and analytical predicted (black line) temperature of (5 × 5) µ-ILED array
(100 × 100 µm2) as a function of spacing. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [18]. Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
2)
1TLED(t; ω) = DθLED(0) +

∞
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|θLED(nω)|
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(

Box I.
in a constant band after a few seconds (see Fig. 4(d)). The
periodic pulsed power can be expressed via its Fourier series
by Q (t) = Q0


a0 +


∞

n=1 an cos nωt +


∞

n=1 bn sin nωt

, where
ω = 2π/t0, a0 = D = τ/t0, an = sin (2nπD) / (nπ), and
bn = [1 − cos (2nπD)] / (nπ). The temperature increase after
saturation could be obtained analytically by the superposition of
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Fig. 4. (a) Three-dimensional illustration of the µ-ILED on a hydrogel substrate. (b) A schematic illustration of the analytical model. (c) A unit pulsed power with duration
time τ and period t0 . (d) Temperature for the pulsed peak power 20 mWwith D = 50% and t0 = 1 ms with the inset as the temperature after saturation. (e) The maximum
and minimum µ-ILED temperature increase as the function of the duty cycle for the peak power 30 mWwith t0 = 1 ms. (f) The normalized maximum µ-ILED temperature
increase at a pulsed power as the function of the duty cycle. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [19]. Copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics.
the solution due to a sinusoidal power Q0 cos (ωt) [or Q0 sin (ωt)],
which can be written as the real (or imaginary) part of Q0eiωt ,
and is given by Eq. (2) in Box I where γn is the phase angle

of θLED(nω) =
2Q0
πr20


∞

0 f (ξ)
J21 (ξ r0)

ξ
cosh


hencap


ξ 2 + iq2encap


dξ ,

which is the temperature increase due to a power of Q0eiωt ,

δn is the phase angle of


ir20ω/αsub − J1


2

ir20ω/αsub


+ L1


2

ir20ω/αsub


/

ir20ω/αsub


, L1 is the 1st-order modified

Struve function, and f (ξ) is an analytic expression depending
on material and geometry parameters [20]. r0 = L/

√
π, h is

the thickness, and q =
√
nω/α with α = k/(cρ) as the

thermal diffusivity, where k is the thermal conductivity, c is the
specific heat capacity, and ρ is the mass density. The subscripts
‘‘encap’’ and ‘‘sub’’ denote the SU8 encapsulation and hydrogel
substrate, respectively. The approximation in Eq. (2) holds for the
facts that


ω/αencap is usually larger, or on the order of, a few

µm−1 for polymer with period less than 1 ms as in applications of
optogenetics, and hencap is larger than, or on the order of, a fewµm.

The good agreement between the analytical predictions from
Eq. (2) and FEA for the temperature after saturation for L =

100 µm, Q0 = 30 mW, D = 50% and t0 = 1.0 ms in the inset
of Fig. 4(d) validates the analytical model. The constant band for
the temperature increase after saturation defines the maximum
and minimum temperature. Figure 4(e) shows the dependence of
the maximum and minimum temperature increase of µ-ILED on
the duty cycle. The analytical model agrees well with FEA, and
the experimental measurements are indeed within the minimum
and maximum temperature increase predicted by the analytical
model. It is shown that a smaller duty cycle could effectively
decrease the µ-ILED temperature, which suggests that µ-ILEDs
could be operated in a pulsed mode but with a much lower
temperature increase compared to that in a constant mode. Eq. (2)
also indicates that the normalizedmaximum temperature increase
1 +


kencapcencapρencap

ksubcsubρsub


πksubr0

Q0
1Tmax

LED only depends on two non-

dimensional parameters: D and πr20/ (αsubt0). This simple scaling
law is illustrated in Fig. 4(f). It is shown that small duty cycle D or
large πr20/ (αsubt0) helps to reduce the maximum temperature of
µ-ILEDs. For large πr20/ (αsubt0) ≫ 1, the maximum temperature
increase in µ-ILED is approximately linear with D, and is given by

1Tmax
LED ≈

0.48Q0

ksub


πr20

D

1 +


kencapcencapρencap

ksubcsubρsub

for
πr20

αsubt0
≫ 1. (3)
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Fig. 5. (a) Cross-sectional illustration of four µ-ILEDs in biological tissue. (b) A schematic illustration of the analytical model. (c) Surface temperature increase determined
by analytical model, FEA, and experiments as the function of duty cycle with the frequency 3 Hz, peak power Q0 = 2.5 mW, r0 = 60 µm, rd = 200 µm, h0 = 0.3 mm, and
h1 = 3.7 mm. (d) Maximum normalized temperature increase of center µ-ILED as the function of the normalized parameter. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [20].
Copyright 2013 The Royal Society.
4. Thermal analysis of µ-ILEDs in optogenetics

Li et al. [21] further extended the above model to perform
thermal management of µ-ILEDs in optogenetics. Kim et al. [21]
developed injectable, wireless optoelectronic devices with µ-
ILED arrays delivered into the mouse brain using a releasable
microneedle for in vivo optogenetics. Figure 5(a) schematically
shows the cross-section of four µ-ILEDs coated with a thin (6 µm)
layer of benzocyclobutene (BCB) on a 2.5 µm thick polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) substrate in an explanted piece of tissue from
themouse brain with the dimension of 9×4×4mm3 held at T0 =

37 °C by a thermal stage. h0 and h1 denote the tissue thicknesses
above and below theµ-ILEDs, respectively. The thermal properties
of BCB and PET are similar to those of tissue, and therefore
their effects on the temperature are neglected. Li et al. [21]
developed an analytical model for µ-ILED arrays in a pulsed
operation in biological tissues and established a simple scaling
law for the maximum temperature increase in terms of material,
geometric and loading parameters. An array of 4 µ-ILEDs used in
experiments [16] is taken as an example to illustrate the approach.

Figure 5(b) shows a schematic illustration of the analytical
model for 4 µ-ILEDs in the tissue with a pulsed power Q (t) =

Q0U (t) applied to a single µ-ILED. Let rd denote the distance
between the centers of two adjacent µ-ILEDs. With the origin
at the center of arrays, the coordinates of µ-ILED centers are
(±3rd/2, 0) and (±rd/2, 0), respectively. Following the similar ap-
proach as the one for µ-ILED on a hydrogel substrate [20], the
temperature increase for a single µ-ILED in biological tissue is ob-
tained first and then the method of superposition is used to ob-
tain the temperature increase for the µ-ILED array. Let θ (r, z; ω)
denote the temperature increase for a single µ-ILED due to a si-
nusoidal power Q0 cos (ωt) [or Q0 sin (ωt)]. The temperature in-
crease at the center point P1 of the top surface due to a sinusoidal
power is obtained as θsurface (ω) = 2θ (r = rd/2, z = −h0; ω) +

2θ (r = 3rd/2, z = −h0; ω). The temperature increase at the cen-
ter point P1 of the top surface due to the pulsed power is then ob-
tained as

1Tsurface(t; ω) = Dθsurface(0) +

∞
n=1

|θsurface(nω)|

×

 sin (2nπD)

nπ
cos (nωt + ζn)

+
1 − cos (2nπD)

nπ
sin (nωt + ζn)

 , (4)

where ζn is the phase angle of θsurface(nω) with the expression that
can found inRef. [21]. Figure 5(c) compares themaximumandmin-
imum temperature increase after saturation from Eq. (4), 3D FEA
and experiments for the frequency 3Hz, peak powerQ0 = 2.5mW,
r0 = 60 µm, rd = 200 µm, h0 = 0.3 mm, and h1 = 3.7 mm. The
good agreement indicates that the analytical model could predict
the temperature distributions accurately.

The maximum temperature increase in the array of four
µ-ILEDs occurs at the center µ-ILED. For large ratios of h0/r0 and
h1/r0 as in experiments [21], the analytical model gives the nor-
malized temperature increase of the center µ-ILED as in Box II,
where E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind, β =

A/ (αt0) with A(=2πr20 ) as the total surface area of µ-ILED, J0 is
0th-order Bessel function of the first kind, and ηn is the phase
angle of


∞

0
J1(ξ)

√
ξ2+i·nβ


J1(ξ)

ξ
+ J0

√
2πrd√
A

ξ


+
1
2 J0


2
√
2πrd√
A

ξ


dξ .

Eq. (5) shows a simple scaling law for the normalized maxi-
mum temperature increase1Tmax

center LED/

Q0/


k
√
A


as shown in
Fig. 5(d), which only depends on three non-dimensional parame-
ters: rd/

√
A, β and D. The normalized maximum temperature in-

crease of the centerµ-ILED drops significantly for 0 < β < 40 and
then remains almost unchanged for β > 40. The results show that
large rd/

√
A, small β and D help to reduce the maximum tempera-

ture increase. The above results forµ-ILEDs in a constant or pulsed
operation are applied to optimize the injectable optoelectronics to
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 (

Box II.
maintain the temperature low enough to avoid tissue lesioning for
in vivo optoelectronics [16].

5. Summary

In summary, with fast developments and substantial achieve-
ments made on various aspects of stretchable electronics, thermal
management of stretchable electronics becomes more and more
important due to its adverse effects on its performance as well as
in applications involving human body, where even a small tem-
perature increase (1–2 °C) is not allowed. This paper overviews
the recent advances on thermal analysis of stretchable inorganic
electronics and provides design guidelines for thermal manage-
ment (e.g., to use small functional components in a pulsed mode).
While several efforts have beendevoted to develop analyticalmod-
els with certain assumptions, there are still many open challenges
and opportunities for future research. For example, a biophysically
realistic model, which accounts for the effects of blood perfusion
andmetabolic heat generation, is needed and remain an attracting
area of research. Such a model will help researchers to optimally
design experiment and offer the possibility of direct integration of
stretchable electronics and optoelectronics with biological tissues
for emerging applications.
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